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2020 HEIRLOOM TOMATO CATALOG
(Complete descriptions, including historical data)
Organically Grown * Non-GMO * Guaranteed Pest & Disease Free

So what is an HEIRLOOM?
Some people define an “heirloom” by age, such as saying that any plant that originated before 1950 (after which
hybridization became popular) is an heirloom. I prefer this definition: Seeds which have been passed down through family
lines - generation to generation - with no discernible divergence. The seeds were saved because they were revered. All
heirlooms are also open-pollinated.
What does Open-pollinated mean?
Open-pollinated plants are simply varieties that will produce seedlings just like the parent plant, year after year.
However, tomato plants can naturally cross pollinate - especially in areas with high sweat bee populations. It is estimated that
this occurs between 2-5% of the time. To put this into perspective, if you saved 100 seeds and grew them out the following
year, there is the potential that between two and five of those plants will not be the same as the others. Sometimes the
seedling will vary slightly. Occasionally you will end up with a plant that looks nothing like the mother. This is often referred
to as an outcross. Examples would be 'Cow's Tit' or 'Great White Beefsteak'. Don't be disappointed if this happens in your
garden. You never know, you may end up with something very interesting!
What does DETERMINATE, INDETERMINATE and DWARF mean?
DETERMINATE - A plant growth habit in which stems stop growing at a certain height terminating in a flower cluster.
They tend to be shorter, earlier, have a concentrated fruit set, meaning fruits tend to ripen "all at once". They make good
candidates for home processing.
Once the vine produces its first set of flowers on the main growing stem, it will then produce flowers on every following
internode or every second internode until finally terminating the growing stem with a flower truss instead of a
continuation of the growing tip. Same holds true for all the side shoots.
INDETERMINATE - A plant growth habit in which stems keep growing indefinitely until disease or environmental
conditions kill the plant. Indeterminate tomatoes, for example, often continue to grow and produce fruit until they are
killed by frost.
After setting out its first flower truss (usually at the fourth or fifth internode from seed emergence), an indeterminate will
continue to put out flower trusses on every third internode of the main growing stem until terminated by frost, disease,
etc. Same pattern on the side shoots.
DWARF - A misleading and often confusing name for a classification of tomato plants, as height is NOT indicative of the
eventual size of the plant. Dwarf plants are characterized foremost by shortened internode spacing; thick stems on bushy
plants that usually have rugose foliage, but not always. Plants can either be determinate or indeterminate, ranging from
12 inches to 4 feet, depending on the variety.
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ABBITTISTA
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Indeterminate
Mid-season
This is probably the best and largest paste tomato I have ever LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
grown. It is truly special. It stands far above other pastes. So
meaty and sweet with a low seed count and deep red color. For FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
me it is the perfect paste tomato. If you like to grow 'saucers'
FRUIT SIZE: Large - X-Large
you will love these.
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: Terry Prunet, owner of The Secret Seed Cartel,
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Yugoslavia
GROWTH HABIT:
MATURITY:

received seeds for this amazing paste tomato from Bill Roemer
of Ohio. He tells the story of it originally being brought to the
U.S. with Julia Pentz sometime before WWII from Yugoslavia.
Julia gave seeds to her brother Anton Fessler in 1951 when he
emigrated to the U.S. from Germany. Anton passed seeds to
Michele Abbittista in 1960 and this is who Bill received his seed
from in 1980.

AMANA ORANGE
Big plants produce above average amounts of beautiful glowing
orange, oblate, fluted fruits that can grow to 2 lbs. or more, with
an average diameter of 5 inches. These big beefsteaks have an
intense full flavor that most tomatoes don't match! Excellent
sweet, almost tropical fruit flavors. Considered by many to be a
'go to' orange tomato.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Ex-Large
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
ORIGIN: OP - USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

(PHOTO CREDIT: Kathy Lutz)

HISTORY: First introduced to Seed Savers Exchange by Gary
Staley of Brandon, Florida in 1985. Gary named this tomato after
the Amana Corporation, where he worked as a Customer Service
Manager.

AMAZON CHOCOLATE

GROWTH HABIT:

average disease resistance.

FRUIT COLOR:

Indeterminate
to Late-season
This is truly a beautiful tomato. Chocolate - olive - purple fruits LEAF TYPE: Potato Leaf
have dark green faint strips spilling down from the stem over the FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
shoulders. Fruits can reach up to one pound. Flesh is brownish- FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
purple with green tints. Flavor is deep, rich and sweet. Above
FRUIT SIZE: Large
MATURITY: Mid

Black
ORIGIN: Unknown

HISTORY: Unknown.

ANANAS NOIRE (Black Pineapple)

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

LEAF TYPE: Regular
French for 'black pineapple', dark dusky pink fruits with olive
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
green shoulders are beautiful in their own right. But slice one
open and a stunning combination of olive green, pink and cream FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
flesh will reveal itself. Outstanding sweet smoky flavor; a taste
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Ex-Large
that is as complex as its colors. Fruits average of 1 - 1.5 lbs.
FRUIT COLOR: Multi-colored

HISTORY: Found in a patch of 'Pineapple' tomatoes in Belgium
by horticulturist Pascal Moreau, who then stabilized it.

ORIGIN: OP

- Belgium
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ASLLANI'S ALBANIAN HEIRLOOM
Large pink fruits average one pound. Picture perfect slices that cover a
burger with just one slice! The fruit pictured weighed in at 1.01 lbs. As
you can see, they have the perfect ratio of meat, juice and gel.
When I first sliced this fruit open, it had a very distinct acid smell, but
the flavor was pleasantly well-rounded and much more complex than
you normally expect from a pink tomato. Very pleasant and wellbalanced and a very small core, which is not typical in larger fruits.
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GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Ex-Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Family Heirloom,
Albania
MATURITY: Mid

HISTORY: Pictured to the left is Asqeri Asllani. He
is from Elbasan, Albania. He currently lives in
Plymouth, MI.
Doug Lax presented me with one of Mr. Asllani's
family heirloom tomatoes (pictured above, sliced)
at this past summer at Tomato Fest 2017,
As told to me, Doug met Asqeri at a McDonald's,
in Plymouth, MI where is was employed part-time, just to give him
'something to do'. They developed a friendship that included the
shared love of growing tomatoes. Doug explains that Asqeri has very
limited English, and when asked details (at my prompting!!) about his
beloved tomato all he said was that he brought it with him when he
immigrated to the US (when that happened is still unknown as of yet).

AUNT ANNA
Large fruits to 1.5 lbs., very meaty with enough juice to be an
excellent burger ‘mater, and second as a saucer. Slightly heart
shaped fruits with fantastic tomato! Seems to be drought and
disease resistant!

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid

-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE:

Large to Ex-Large
Red

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: According to Baker Creek’s 2009 catalog, this is an
heirloom collected from an elderly Amish gardener from Holmes
County, Ohio.

AUNT RUBY'S GERMAN GREEN
Slightly flattened, ±1 lb. fruits ripen to a pale greenish-yellow
with a slight pink blush that extends to the inside when they are
fully mature. Superb, fruity sweet and slightly spicy flavor!
FRUITS ARE BEST PICKED BY FEEL, NOT SIGHT. WHEN THE
FRUITS ARE SOFT TO THE TOUCH, THEY ARE READY!
HISTORY: This variety comes from the preservation efforts of
Ruby Arnold of Greeneville, Tennessee who passed away in
1997.

ORIGIN: Heirloom,

GROWTH HABIT:

OH

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE:

Regular
Beefsteak

FRUIT CLASS:

Oblate
Large
FRUIT COLOR: Green When
Ripe
FRUIT SHAPE:
FRUIT SIZE:

ORIGIN: OP

- USA, TN
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AUSSIE
I finally found the 'real' Aussie after growing my pink version for
years. Oh my goodness! Now I understand why Aussie Pink is so
delicious! Aussie [red - the real one!] produces near blemish-free
fruits that are also nearly coreless, with deep red flesh that is
dense and meaty with very few seeds. Highly aromatic, excellent
flavor that is balanced and 'old-timey'.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom, Australia
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Not an over abundantly productive plant, fruits average 3/4 lb.
Don't get me wrong, grown well you will have plenty to share!
HISTORY: Australian heirloom.

AUSSIE, PINK
I love this tomato! Large 1 + lb., glossy, semi-oblate, lightly
ribbed fruits which are intensely sweet and gently tart, juicy and
meaty with few seeds. Fruits were nearly flawless, as you can see
and are resistant to splitting. A perfect all-around tomato! Good
resistance to all tomato plant diseases.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large - Ex-Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open - pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: I received the original seed from a commercial
vendor. Seed produced pink fruits (clear skin), not red (yellow
skin/epidermis), as they should have been. I was so impressed;
they were just too good to not offer.

BEEF HEART
Large to extra-large, crimson heart-shaped fruits are borne
singly on rather diminutive plants. Production is high and steady
all season long, ramping up towards the end of the season.
Fruits are meaty, yet good juice with very good old time tomato
flavor. Seeds are present, but on the low side. I was impressed
with the disease resistance and drought tolerance.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Unknown
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Unknown. I procured the seed from Edward Meece at
a seed swap in Berea, Ky. Edward is a solid seed collector of local
Appalachian varieties so I suspect that this is a variety that has
been grown in those parts for many years.

BEEFSTEAK
This old standard variety has become a classic. Fruits turn darker
red as they fully mature; solid and meaty. Medium sized fruits
are formed in clusters of 4 to 6 per truss. Soft skinned for easy
slicing. Several plants will ensure you have enough fruits for
home processing as they are very productive.
HISTORY: Old commercial variety.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - USA
FRUIT COLOR:
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BIG CHEEF

(PHOTO CREDIT: Bill Jeffers)

Considered to be one of the best tasting "black" tomatoes
available today. That isn't surprising with Brandywine
Sudduth's as one of its parents. Beautiful fruits are produced in
abundance on stocky plants which show good heat and disease
resistance. Once you try it, it will have a place in your garden
every year.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Potato Leaf
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Black / Purple
ORIGIN:ORIGIN: OP - USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: A result of a natural cross of Brandywine, Sudduth's X
Unknown in the garden of Ricky “B” of Murphreesboro,
Tennessee.

BLACK CHERRY
Beautiful, one-inch, dark purple fruits are amazingly rich and
sweet in flavor. Vigorous vines pump out tons of fruit that pull
easily from the vines. Rich, smooth taste typical of black
tomatoes – in a cherry size! Can produce up to 50 fruit per truss.
The greater the amount of exposure to and intensity of UV rays,
the darker the color of fruit that will be produced.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Black
ORIGIN: OP - USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Developed by the late Vince Sapp, husband of Linda
Sapp, who owns Tomato Growers Supply, from a natural cross
first released in 2003. The exact parentage of Black Cherry has
not been shared.

BLACK KRIM
Outstanding yields of 3-4”, slightly flattened, dark purple
beefsteak fruits with deep green shoulders. The color varies
according to the climate but generally the hotter the climate the
darker the fruit. Intense, rich, slightly salty flavor.
HISTORY: Originates from the Isle of Krim in the Black Sea off
the coast of the Crimean Peninsula (Ukraine).

BLACK SEAMAN
This is the variety that everybody was chasing in 2012. I've said it
once and I'll say it again - you just can't get the same flavor
profile in any other tomato color than you can in a black variety:
deep, smoky, rich and complex.
Plants are determinate, which means they stay compact. Fruit
size will vary from the beginning of the season to the end, but
average about baseball size.
HISTORY: Originates from Russia. Most likely the same variety
(translated) as ‘Chernomor’.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
Beefsteak
Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Black
ORIGIN: Ukrainian Heirloom
FRUIT CLASS:

FRUIT SHAPE:

GROWTH HABIT :

Determinate

MATURITY: Early-season

Potato Leaf
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Black
ORIGIN: Russia
LEAF TYPE:
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BLACK PEPPER
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GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
to late season
LEAF TYPE: Regular/Wispy Leaf
Winner - Unofficial Taste Test 2017!
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
Wispy-leafed, indeterminate plants are massive! Fruits come on FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
later in the season and there are tons of them! Muddy brick
FRUIT SIZE: Large
colored fruits have dark green shoulder staining which does not FRUIT COLOR: Black / Brick Red
permeate into the meat. Nearly coreless, with very few seeds.
ORIGIN: Russia via Cuba
MATURITY: Mid

Flavor is deep and robust with a hint of sweetness.

HISTORY: This variety is also known as 'Kubinskiy Pertsevidnyi
Chornyi' and 'Kubinskiy Chornyi Peretz' in Russia.

BLOODY BUTCHER
Small globes (2-4 oz.) are produced in profusion in clusters of 5
to 9 fruits. Deep red fruits with a rich heirloom flavor. A must
grow for super early and really great taste; they keep on going
until killing frost. A great variety for fresh use and for canning
whole.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Early-season

Potato Leaf
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Unknown, OP - USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Bred by Tom Wagner, but introduced by the late Kees
Sahin (Sahin Seeds), in 1998, of the Netherlands.

BLUSH

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular / Wispy
In the top 3 of Best Tasting tomato of 2015!
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
2″ elongated fruits, with a distinctive nipple blossom end mature
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
to a bright lemon yellow covered with faint green stripes. When
fruits are actually over-ripe, a slight pink blush develops on the FRUIT SIZE: Small
bottom. Both beautiful and outrageously productive, the flavor is FRUIT COLOR: Yellow Bicolor
ORIGIN: US – OP
what will keep you coming back: light, fruity with just enough

zing to add to some great background complexity. Eye candy in
the garden, and deliciousness for the palette.

HISTORY: Blush is an OP tomato created by Fred Hempel of
Artisan Seeds based out of Sunol, California, and was introduced
in 2011.

BOETZ

GROWTH HABIT :

Dwarf/Determinate
Super early at only 50-55 days, large meaty fruits are borne on MATURITY: Early-season
determinate tree-type vines that are bushy and compact. Dwarfs LEAF TYPE: Rugose
plants don't exceed 3 ft. in height, making them perfect
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
container candidates. Cold tolerant with very good yields of red, FRUIT SHAPE: Heart/ Oblong
elongated-oval fruits. Tangy, meaty flesh of very good flavor.
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
HISTORY: AKA Buyan & Boets. Originated from the Siberian
FRUIT COLOR: Red

Research Institute of Plants and Breeding in Russia. First listed in
the SSE Yearbook in 2007 by Al Anderson of Ohio (OH AN A),
who obtained seeds from Geza Korbely in Hungary.

ORIGIN:

Russian commercial
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BONNY BEST
Bright scarlet fruits are smooth, round and almost completely
blemish-free. Meaty, coreless, with small seed cavities and good
flavor. Fruits average around 8 ounces; just on the cusp of
categorizing them with the beefsteaks. Strong plants are not
unruly staying under 5 ft.; Good disease resistance. Performs
very well in cooler climates.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Slicer
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Commercial Heirloom USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Developed by George W. Middleton of Jeffersonville,
Pennsylvania from a plant selected in a field of 'Chalk's Early
Jewel' in the early 1900s. First commercially introduced in 1908
by Stokes' Seeds, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Also known as
'John Baer'.

BOOBIE

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Perfectly heart-shaped pink fruits, on large indeterminate vines LEAF TYPE: Regular / Wispy
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
with wispy regular leaf foliage - truly beautiful.
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
Fruits average just above a 1/2lb, are meaty, with few seeds and FRUIT SIZE: large
of exceptional flavor. Plants are vigorous, and will need sufficient FRUIT COLOR: Pink
staking. More disease resistant than most and requiring less
ORIGIN: Unknown
GROWTH HABIT:

irrigation, as well.

HISTORY: Original origins are unknown other than it was first
listed in the early 1990's in the Seed Savers Exchange catalog by
Ermal N. Kuhns of Anderson, Indiana (IN KU E).

BORONIA

GROWTH HABIT :

Beautiful purple beefsteak fruit have green shoulders and dark
pink, smooth and meaty flesh. Quite variable in size some small and others quite large but mostly in the 8 ounce
range. Excellent flavor both mild and sweet, yet with good
depth. Plants are very productive, too!

LEAF TYPE:

Dwarf

Early-season
Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Salad - Slicer
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
MATURITY:

Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Purple
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SIZE:

HISTORY: A Dwarf Tomato Project variety originating from a
cross made by Patrina Nuske Small between 'New Big Dwarf'
and 'Paul Robeson'.

BRANDYWINE
This is by far the best known of all heirloom tomatoes. Fruits set
one or two per cluster (1 lb. each) on vigorous upright plants.
Production is best when the summer heat sets in. Dark pink
beefsteaks with mild old-fashioned flavor.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid to Late-season
Potato
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: It is believed that the Brandywine is an Amish
heirloom variety from the USA dating back to 1885.

Pink
USA

ORIGIN: Heirloom-
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BRANDYWINE, RED
Not technically a Brandywine at all, they certainly have the same
outstanding flavor. Thin skinned fruits are variable in shape and
size throughout the growing season, starting off with some
really big ones and then settling to medium-sized fruits the rest
of the year. Production is very good. Flavor is super good. This is
a great all round tomato.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe / Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium - Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom- USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: This old commercial variety was introduced by
Johnson and Stokes' in 1889. It was named after the Brandywine
River which flows through Chadd's Ford, Pennsylvania.

BRANDYWINE, TRUE BLACK
I grew this for the first time in 2016 and was continually
impressed with both the amount of fruit (and how early they
were for a 'Brandywine'), how many fruits the plant produced,
the health of the plant and of course, the flavor, all summer
long.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid

to Late-season
LEAF TYPE: Potato
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate; variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Purple / Black
ORIGIN: Open-Pollinated

'True Black Brandywine' is very similar in all other characteristics
with 'Pink Brandywine' - the fruits are relatively large, globe to
oblate shaped, and offer an excellent, complex, full flavor. With
intense sunlight, fruits will take on noticeably green streaked
shoulders, as is in the photo.
HISTORY: Most likely a stabilized descendent of the original
cross found in 1996 by a seed producer in Northern California
who identified a sport in their fields which they believed was a
cross between 'Pink Brandywine' and 'Black Krim'. They named
the variety 'Black Brandywine' and introduced it into the
commercial seed trade. It wasn't completely stable when
released, producing many variants. Some years later, Williams
Woys Weaver, re-released a then stable variant under the name
of 'True Black Brandywine'.

BROWNIES
Sometimes, new varieties just stand out from all the others as is
the case with Brownies that I grew out in 2017. Literally,
hundreds upon hundreds of perfect golf-ball sized brown fruits
which are borne on long trusses.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Brown
Excellent, well-balanced, flavor - not too sweet and not too acid. ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

Just a beautiful plant, with no disease issues and seemingly
drought resistant!

HISTORY: I purchased this variety from Bill Minkey of Darrien
Wisconsin via the Seed Savers Exchange. He indicates that his
seed source was the late Gary Millwood, KY. The first mention of
this variety that I can find is 2009.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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BUTTERMILK FALLS
Yellow tomatoes are historically not all that flavorful, tending to
be blander. Buttermilk Falls is the exception - flavor is right up
there with the best of the best. Fruits average 1/2 to 3/4 lb, and
are produced in abundance. Plants are healthy without
intervention, and stay under 5 foot making it a good candidate
for even small gardens.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Round - Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Flesh is the perfect combination of meat, juice and gel. Beautiful
when sliced.
HISTORY: Unknown.

CAPTAIN LUCKY

Indeterminate
to Late-season
LEAF TYPE: Potato
Classified as a Green-When-Ripe (GWR) bi-color, each of the
colors come together to create a powerhouse for the taste buds. FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
Green shoulders extend down to the middle of the fruity where FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
the outside is then permeated by the interior red blush, enabling FRUIT SIZE: Large

you to see when the fruits are ripe. Lime green outer walls fall
way to yellow meat with reddish-pink swirls in the center. Bold,
tangy and sweet all in one mouthful. Fruits average between 816 ounces.

GROWTH HABIT:
MATURITY: Mid

GWR Bi-color
ORIGIN: OP - USA
FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: Millard Murdock, a North Carolina tomato aficionado
and artisan breeder, found and stabilized this variety from an
unintentional cross of Lucky Cross X an unknown (probably
dark) tomato which occurred in his garden in 2009.

CARBON COPY

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

LEAF TYPE: Regular
An exceptional tomato, all the way through to the end of the
season! The flavor is unsurpassed, however, in the hot and dry of FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
summer. Sweet, smoky and complex. This is one not to be
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
missed.
FRUIT SIZE: Small

Black - Purple
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT COLOR:

Fruits may split if it rains when they are close to being ripe. To
avoid this, pick fruits and allow them to ripen indoors which will
not affect the flavor, whatsoever. Also, you must pick by feel and
not pick by color alone with this one because the color doesn't
change as radically as you might be familiar with. Fruits mature
from the normal light green to a dusky purple rose - fully
ripening into a deeper saturation of the same coloration.
HISTORY: In 2010 Ron Rhyne of Muskogee, Oklahoma began
making intentional crosses using 'Carbon' as the mother and
pollen from six varieties of cherries that were growing in his
garden at that time in hopes of creating a cherry with the same
flavor as 'Carbon'. Ron stated that he is not sure which father
actually created the cross but that it didn't really matter to him
because he got the end result he was aiming for!
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CHALK'S EARLY JEWEL
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GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
to Mid-season
Small to medium-sized, 2-3” in diameter, are borne in clusters of LEAF TYPE: Regular
3 to 5 per spray. Fruits ripen to a deep crimson red with a meaty FRUIT CLASS: Salad
and tender interior. Juicy, with a hint of spiciness combined with FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
some acidity deriving its remarkable flavor. A great standard,
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
main-crop variety.
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - USA
MATURITY: Early

HISTORY: Created by James Chalk of Norristown, Pennsylvania
in 1899. Later offered commercially through at least 2 seed
companies. It is a cousin to ‘Bonny Best'. USDA PI 1033360

CHEROKEE LIME
Beautiful Green-When-Ripe (GWR) beefsteak tomatoes that are
tangy and noticeably sweet (as GWR's are noted for) with the
most beautiful rose-colored swirl in the center that extends out
to the blossom end of the fruit. Fruits average just under a
pound.
HISTORY: An off-type found by Bill Jeffers of Evansville, IN in a
package of Golden Cherokee.

CHEROKEE PURPLE
Large fruits are smooth with slightly ridged shoulders. Ripens to
a unique dark, dusky pink/purple color. The brick-red flesh color
carries throughout, especially at the stem end. Exceptional flavor
is rich and full-bodied; both sweet and smoky. Plants are very
productive producing early large crops of 8-16 oz. fruit.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: GWR
ORIGIN: OP - USA

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Purple
ORIGIN: Heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: Seed was sent to Craig LeHoullier by John D. Green of
Sevierville, Tennessee, in 1990 as an unnamed variety. The
original letter sent with the seed details that Mr. Green got the
variety from a woman who, in turn, received them from her
neighbor.

CHERRY BERRY
Glossy, bright-red, strawberry-shaped fruits that are blemishfree, crack-resistant, disease-resistant on hardy potato-leaved
plants and seem to hang forever on the vine. Not overly sweet as the name and shape may cause you to expect - having
enough tanginess to make your mouth say, 'Wow!".
HISTORY: Seed source: SSE 2013 Yearbook, Neal Anderson (OH
AN A). From what I can tell this is a sibling line / OP version of
the earlier test trials of the hybrid "Tomato Berry.”

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid

Potato
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Strawberry
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Small
Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SIZE:

FRUIT COLOR:
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CHESTNUT CHOCOLATE

GROWTH HABIT: Indeterminate

"Two-bite", 1-2 ounce stunningly beautiful dark mahogany fruits
with deep anthocyanin shoulders are of great taste, superior
disease resistance and incredible 'staying power'; they hang on
the vine - and sit on the counter - for longer than most without
degradation to flavor or texture..

LEAF TYPE: Regular

HISTORY: Bred by Brad Gates of Wild Boar Farm.

CHOCOLATE CHERRY
These highly-productive plants produce trusses of 1" fruit nonstop throughout the summer. Dark purple in color, sweet and
delicious in taste, this cherry makes a beautiful addition to any
salad. Many people believe this is the best-tasting cherry tomato
on the market.

MATURITY: Mid-season
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Small

- Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Anthocyanin /
Brown
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Black
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA
LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: Aaron Whaley, founder of Seed Savers Exchange,
developed this tomato trying to create a plant which was
superior and more uniform than Black Cherry.

CHOCOLATE STRIPES

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Striking dark red, almost brown exteriors are streaked with
LEAF TYPE: Regular
green stripes. Interior meat is deep reddish-brown. Nearly
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
blemish-free, medium to large fruits, averaging 1 lb., are
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
sometimes ‘typically’ shaped, but more often they are more u- FRUIT SIZE: Large
shaped. Deliciously rich complex flavor is very sweet and yet has FRUIT COLOR: Brown, green
a full-bodied flavor.
stripes
ORIGIN:

Open-pollinated -

HISTORY: A cross between 'Schimmeig Cregg' and an unknown USA
pink beefsteak, developed by Al Anderson of Covington, Ohio.

CLINT EASTWOOD'S ROWDY RED

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Deep red, round, nearly blemish free, fruits have a characteristic LEAF TYPE: Regular
point on the blossom end. Robust flavor with firm, juicy flesh
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
that is sweet in the background, fruity yet balanced with acidity, FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
and complex flavor. Prolific plants produce loads of 3" to 4", 10- FRUIT SIZE: Medium
12 oz. fruits which are excellent for eating fresh, cooking or
FRUIT COLOR: Red
canning. Proven resistant to several of the most common
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA

tomato diseases: verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt, nematodes and
tobacco mosaic.
HISTORY: Introduced by Gary Isben, owner of TomatoFest.

GROWTH HABIT:
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COLLEEN’S GLORY
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GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
to mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
Perfect red globes that average 6 - 11 ounces, with thin skin,
excellent production, are early and disease resistant! They grow FRUIT CLASS: Salad
exceptionally well in containers.
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: A stable selection from F1 seed called “Glory” bred by ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
MATURITY: Early

Peto Seeds. Colleen Hammond of Milford, Michigan purchased
the original hybrid seed in 2003 from Park Seed Co., saved seed
and has continued to grow it every year since.

COW'S TIT

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Large, 7” long, red elongated fruits shaped like… well, you know! LEAF TYPE: Regular Leaf
Very good sweet taste, excellent both fresh and processed. High FRUIT CLASS: Paste
yields of fruits keep well after picking, one of the best paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Elongated
tomatoes available.
FRUIT SIZE: Medium to Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: Original single plant was found in a Valle Crucis,
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated –
North Carolina grower’s field associated with the Mast Farm Inn USA, NC

in summer of 1994 by Keith Mueller. Plant was an off type that
stood out in size and foliage color from plantings among
‘Mountain Pride’ and ‘Better Boys’.

COYOTE
Small (1/2 oz.), ivory-yellow fruit is produced in sprays hundreds per plant! Vigorous vines with many delicate leaves
are early, and keep producing until hard frost. Superb, sweet
flavor!
HISTORY: This variety was given to heirloom tomato
collector Craig LeHoullier by Maye Clement during a
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Harvest Fair show, as a cluster
of fruit on the vine. She indicated that it grew wild in her home
country of Mexico. Craig believes it may actually be L.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Currant
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Mexico

pimpinellifolium.

CZECH'S BUSH

GROWTH HABIT :

have, because this is a beast of a (dwarf) plant.

FRUIT SIZE:

Dwarf /
Determinate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Heavy yields of round 4-6 ounce red fruits early in the season.
LEAF TYPE: Rugose
Attractive stocky plants with rugose foliage will need sturdy
support as they will become heavily fruit laden. Excellent choice FRUIT CLASS: Salad
for containers, but make sure you use as big of a pot as you
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
Medium
Red
ORIGIN: Czechoslovakia
FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: Seed was originally sent to Ben Quisenberry in 1976
by Milan Sodomka of Czechoslovak, and later offered by Seed
Savers Exchange.
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DEMIDOV
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GROWTH HABIT :

Dwarf /
Determinate
MATURITY: Early to Mid-season
Beautiful, baseball sized fruits come on early and in profusion.
LEAF TYPE: Rugose
Pink fruits are nearly blemish-free and resisted cracking even
with weeks of rain. The flavor is outstanding - a sweet start with FRUIT CLASS: Slicer
a nice acid finish. A beast of a tree-type plant, you will need to FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
have heavy duty stakes in place to keep the plant from falling
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
over. Heavy, rugose foliage cover.
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated HISTORY: Russian variety from Siberia, introduced by Western Russia

Siberian Potato-Vegetable Exp. Lab.

DR. WYCHE’S YELLOW

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate; variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large to EL
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow > Orange
HISTORY: Sent to Craig LeHoullier in 1992 by John D. Green, the ORIGIN: Heirloom, USA

Fruits are considerably variable in size and shape - averaging
just under a pound but several were approaching the 2 lb mark.
Meaty, firm textured and excellent flavor. A great slicing tomato.
One of the best yellow beefsteaks available.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

same gentleman who sent him 'Cherokee Purple'. Mr. Green
stated that Dr. Wyche sent him this variety just before he passed
away in 1985. Dr. Wyche had actually called it 'Hot Yellow' but
after his passing, it was renamed in his honor.

DUCKLING
Lemon-shaped, golden-orange fruits, have a characteristic
nippled blossom end are deliciously fruity sweet, weigh 1-3
oz., with just a hint of tang to them. The perfect size and flavor
for roasting. I swear this one is a must grow.

GROWTH HABIT:

Determinate /

Dwarf

season
Regular rugose
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
Plants are early and compact, staying under two foot tall. Foliage FRUIT COLOR: Orange
is unique in that the leaves are often 'cupped' upwards; do not ORIGIN: Open-pollinated -

over water because you think they are thirsty!

MATURITY: Early
LEAF TYPE:

Russia

HISTORY: A now open-pollinated Russian commercial variety
called ‘Utyonok’ .

DWARF CAITYDID
A dwarf (tree-type) variety that produces lots of 3-8 oz. bicolored, yellow tomatoes with red swirled flesh on the blossom
end which extends through to the epidermis. A beautiful tomato
with well-balanced flavor that is sweet but leans a bit more on
the acid side.

GROWTH HABIT:

Dwarf Indeterminate
MATURITY: Early to mid-season
Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Yellow bicolor
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: A Dwarf Tomato Project variety.
An Open Source Seed Initiative (OSSI) variety.
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DWARF ELECTRIC PINKY

GROWTH HABIT:

A prolific dwarf tomato plant that produces pink yellow striped
fruits. Nice even blend of sweet and acid. Pretty as a picture!

LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: Unknown

FRUIT COLOR:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Early to mid-season
Regular rugose
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Variable
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT CLASS:

I'm super proud to introduce this variety! High quality, 4-10
ounce dark chocolate brick-red fruits with classic old-fashioned
flavor.

Pink, yellow

stripes
ORIGIN:

DWARF GRANDMA’S CHOCOLATE
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Unknown

GROWTH HABIT :

Dwarf Determinate
MATURITY: Early to Mid-season

Rugose
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
Plants remain under 3 foot tall, with a spread of 3 feet! Large
FRUIT COLOR: Brown
trusses of fruit necessitate this plant need at least a couple of
sturdy stakes - the larger the pot you give it, the wider the plant ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - MI,
USA
will grow.
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: A stabilized bee-cross of 'Grandma Oliver's
Chocolate' X Unknown Dwarf, discovered here at Michigan
Heirlooms in 2014.

DWARF PURPLE HEART

GROWTH HABIT :

Beautiful, dark dusky rose-purple fruits with slight olive
shoulders produced on dwarf rugose regular leaf plants are of
superb flavor - both rich and complex.

MATURITY: Early

Dwarf -

Indeterminate
to Mid-season
Rugose
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart; variable
LEAF TYPE:

Fruits are variable in shape with some being perfect hearts and FRUIT SIZE: Medium to Large
others - not so much. The sizes of the fruits are quite variable as FRUIT COLOR: Purple
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - MI,
well with most being in the 3/4lb range, while others can be
USA
significantly larger.
Technically, a dwarf plant, Dwarf Purple Heart can reach a height
of up to 5 foot. Plants will become very fruit laden so have a
solid cage system in place, whether they are grown in the
ground or in a container.
HISTORY: Developed by the Dwarf Tomato Project, 'Dwarf
Purple Heart' originated with a cross between 'Dwarf Wild Fred'
and 'Brad's Black Heart' made by Vince Lavallo.
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DWARF RED HEART

GROWTH HABIT :
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Dwarf /

Determinate

MATURITY: Early-season
Deep crimson, meaty and juicy elongated fruits with a loosely
heart-shaped appearance are produced in abundance all set on LEAF TYPE: Rugose, regular
sturdy, compact plants which are perfect for pots or containers. FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Elongated hearts;
If you are of the mindset that a tomato should be red, then
Dwarf Red Heart is your perfect tomato! Be sure to have sturdy variable
supports in place though because while diminutive in size, this FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
plant will become a beast.
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

HISTORY: In 2006, Bill Jeffers discovered a unique plant in a
patch of 20 dwarf plants he grew from a pack of mixed dwarf
seeds sent from Long Island Seed Project where Kent Ettlinger
had grown out several colors of Dwarf Champion types, all
round, mixed GWR, yellow, red, and pink.

EARLY WONDER

- MI,

USA

GROWTH HABIT :

Compact
Determinate
Compact, sturdy, determinate plants around 3 foot tall, produce MATURITY: Early-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
3-6 oz. dark pink globes of very good flavor - juicy and sweet;
One of the best tasting short season varieties that even do well FRUIT CLASS: Slicer
in cool weather. A great candidate for containers. This variety is FRUIT SHAPE Globe
well suited for canning whole.
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
HISTORY: Named and released by the Burgess Seed and Plant ORIGIN: Commercial heirloom

Company. Parentage is unknown but original seed is to have
come from a home gardener from California in 1947.

FAELAN’S FIRST SNOW

GROWTH HABIT:

VARIEGATED 'CHEROKEE PURPLE'!
The same dusky dark purple fruits we have all come to love only
prettier - with creamy white variegated leaves! Variegation is
strongest in cooler temperatures, but still remains even in the
heat of the summer. I have found that this variety produces
nearly fifty percent more fruit than the standard Cherokee

LEAF TYPE:

Purple.

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular, variegated
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Purple
FRUIT CLASS:

ORIGIN:

Open-Pollinated

HISTORY: Discovered in the spring of 2011 by “Lochlain” a
member at the Tomato Depot in a flat of Cherokee Purple.

FOX NOSE

GROWTH HABIT:

Large beautiful orange heart-shaped fruits are meaty, with few
seeds and of exceptional flavor. Plants are tall and gangly and
will need adequate caging (not a great variety for a single
stake/pole). Fruit is set 3 or more per truss, and are extremely
variable in shape. Most will be heart-shaped, but others will
have a very distinctive pointed blossom end which gives the fruit
an overall appearance of a Fox's nose.
HISTORY: An heirloom variety from Russia known as "Liskin
Nos", which translates into 'Fox Nose'.

LEAF TYPE:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste

FRUIT CLASS:

Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
ORIGIN: Russian heirloom
FRUIT SHAPE:
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GARDEN PEARL

GROWTH HABIT :
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Dwarf /

Determinate
The perfect container or hanging basket variety. In fact, I would MATURITY: Early-season
NOT recommend that you plant it in the ground, unless you had LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
a situation where it would be easily accessible or elevated as
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
fruits are born at the end of arching branches. Very early
maturing, compact determinate variety remains under 12-inches FRUIT SIZE: Small
tall. A profusion of shiny pearly pink, slightly oval fruits of
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
excellent sweet flavor.
ORIGIN: Russia

HISTORY: A now open-pollinated Russian commercial variety
where it is sold under the name 'Aiapärl',

GILDO PIETROBONI
"Gildo is meaty enough to use as a paste, peels very easily, so

would make a good canner, and tasty enough that there is
nothing left of the total of 2 1/2 lbs that was prepared for a
supper for four. Slightly sweet, tomatoey, and full flavored."
- Dan McMurray

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Wispy, regular
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large to X-Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Italian heirloom

I've grown this now over two seasons and each year I am
nothing short of 'wowed'!
Production is above average for such large fruits. Plants were
disease resistant and drought tolerant.
HISTORY: Originally from Italy, seed was brought to the US in
the 1950s by a gentleman named Gildo Pietroboni, who
passed away in the mid-1990's. The seeds were passed from
Mr. Pietroboni to his son, whose friend shared them with Ferp
Necciai of Monongahela, Pennsylvania. Ferp Necciai sent some
seeds to David Lemasters of Pennsylvania in 2009, and David
shared few of the original seeds with some tomato gardeners
and SSE members.

GOLDEN PINEAPPLE
The first time I tasted this beauty in the summer of 2016, I was
literally blown away. To be far, I like a sweet tomato - but this
was all-round yumminess! Plants are vigorous and provide
plenty of large yellow and red bicolored beefsteaks! Perfect for
slicing or making a fresh fruit-added salsa!
HISTORY: Unknown. Could be a re-named strain of 'Pineapple'.
Legendary tomato grower and curator, Neil Lockhart, of Oblong,
Illinois listed it in many Seed Savers Yearbooks as 'Golden
Pineapple'.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Extra-large
FRUIT COLOR: Bi-Color / Yellow
ORIGIN: Unknown
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GREAT DIVIDE
Outstanding, near blemish-free red fruits that average around
3/4 of a pound, but can go substantially larger. One of the best
red beefsteaks around. Distinctively rich old-fashioned tomato
flavor. This should be a staple in everyone’s garden.
HISTORY: Bred by Joe Bratka's father. Joe found the seeds in
glass jars in a tool shed on their/his property. He sent seeds to
Carolyn Male (NY MA C). Carolyn offered the seeds at Garden
Web in 2005.

GREAT WHITE BEEFSTEAK
Large, 1 lb., creamy pale yellowish - white fruits are superbly
wonderful. The flesh is so good and deliciously fruity; it reminds
one of a mixture of fresh exotic fruits, yet retaining enough acid
to make your taste buds take notice. Fruit are smoother than
most large beefsteak types, and yields can be very high.
HISTORY: Developed by Gleckler’s: “This tomato was a mutation
grown out of a packet of an orange oxheart type seed we
received from a gardener to try in the 1980's, which only one
plant came to produce a large white tomato that resembled a
beefsteak tomato."

GREAT WHITE BLUE
With ‘Great White Beefsteak’ as one its parents, you know this is
good! Slightly larger than a golf ball, fruits are produced in
profusion. Beautiful, creamy yellow fruits with blue (anthocyanin)
shoulders are mild and sweet with a balanced bite.

GROWTH HABIT: Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

White
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA
FRUIT COLOR:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow /
HISTORY: “Great White Blue” is a segregate of a cross of Great
Anthocyanin
White Beefsteak x OSU P20 made by Stéphane Marier, Canadian
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

breeder from Quebec, and owner of Solana Seeds. According to
Stéphane, Reinhard Kraft received F1 seeds and began the
growout process, also sharing seeds with other breeders and
growers along the way. Because of this, there are a number of
segregates available from different growers. Some of the names
are similar, as in “Great White Blues,” versus “Great White Blue.”
The sizes and shapes also vary somewhat, even within the
supposed same segregate, from more oblate beefsteaks to more
globe-shaped salads.
The plants I am offering are rounded saladettes.
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LEAF TYPE:
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GREEN ZEBRA
Variable shaped fruits are mostly slightly elongated globes with
some slight ridges on the shoulder. Averaging 2 inches wide,
and 3 ounces, alternating dark-green zebra-like striped skin will
have a slight yellow-blush when ripe. Interior flesh is an emerald
color and superbly tangy. It is best to pick fruits by feel, rather
than by sight.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Oval
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: GWR
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Developed in 1985 by heirloom tomato breeder Tom
Wagner of Tater Mater Seeds.

GUIDO
Another standout in my far from perfect 2013 garden. Wispyleaved plants with above average production of meaty, juicy,
deep crimson colored fruits averaging around a pound; Very,
very tasty. Still fairly unknown and only available by a few small
seed vendors.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular, wispy
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: There is no known history of this variety other than
it was originally offered via the SSE Yearbook in 2007 by now
deceased Dan and Val McMurray of Wynndel, BC, Canada, who
got the seeds from R.R. Bruijn, The Netherlands.

HELSING JUNCTION BLUES

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Early to mid-season
Excellent! Fruits come on early but should be left on the vine to LEAF TYPE: Regular
fully ripen for the best flavor which is sweet and well-rounded! FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
The leaves of the plant have a slightly bluish tint and tend to curl FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
up on the edges a bit, so don't over-water accidently!
FRUIT COLOR: Anthocyanin /
HISTORY: Released in 2012, it was bred by Tom Wagner, a
Red
tomato and potato breeder from Washington state, the founder ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

of Tater Mater Seed and New World Seeds & Tubers. Named for
Helsing Junction Farm near Rochester, Washington, in the
Chahalis River Valley.

HOLY LAND, Lena Mae Nolt's

GROWTH HABIT :

A beast of a plant having went 11 foot in the greenhouse before
I chopped it down. The first time I tasted it, it knocked my socks
off with true old-fashioned tomato flavor - good acid, yet
mellow with just a hint of sugar. Meat is very dense, with few
seeds and a small core.

LEAF TYPE:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Regular - Wispy
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Extra-large
Red
Open-Pollinated;

FRUIT COLOR:
ORIGIN:

HISTORY: Julie Maruskin (KY MA J) of Winchester, KY, first
KY,USA
began listing 'Lena Mae Nolt's Holy Land’. From Lena Mae Nolt,
former owner of Homestead Garden Nursery in Casey Co. KY.
Lena Mae received seeds from a customer ca. 1998, and is now a
Homestead Garden best seller in spring.
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HOMESTEAD JELLYBEAN
Glossy, dark-red elongated grapes are borne in profusion on
manageable 4 foot plants. The flavor is fantastic, being tangier
than sweet, yet in good combination. Fruits hang on the vine
seemingly forever; however the flavor tends to get tarter when
left for too long. Disease resistant and drought tolerant.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Grape
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: These seeds are from fruits that I purchased at a
roadside farm stand in Islamorada, FL in March, 2013. The
woman who ran the farm stand said they were purchased from a
farm in Homestead, FL. I have to assume they were a hybrid.

INDIANA RED
"Fabulous flavor" is what legendary seedsmen Neil Lockhart
wrote on the package of seed that I received. I've grown these
for two seasons now and they really are 'fabulous'. Meaty, 1218 oz lovely red heart-shaped fruits have superior flavor and
good production.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: WISPY, regular
Paste
Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
FRUIT CLASS:

FRUIT SHAPE:

ORIGIN:

Open-pollinated

HISTORY: Horace "Big Red" Boynton Jr. of Bethelridge,
Kentucky, bought 4 plants at a local nursery near Bethelridge,
KY in the spring of 2007 that were labeled 'Indiana Red'. He
was unable to find out any further information or history on
the variety. Mr. Boynton passed away in 2008.

INDIGO BLUE BERRIES
As if being stunningly beautiful isn't enough, Indigo Blue
Berries is one of the toughest in the field - surviving cold
springs and hot summers with a superb final flush right up to
the first killing frost.
Large, one-inch fruits begin an almost black-amethyst,
ripening to deep indigo blue (anthocyanin) shoulders over
brick red flesh when dead ripe. Flavor is excellent and fruits
last far longer on the counter than many, many others.
HISTORY: Bred and developed by Brad Gates of Wild Boar
Farms.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Pink /
Anthocyanin
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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ITALIAN HEIRLOOM
Red fruits averaging a pound are produced in abundance. Green
shoulders fade as the fruit matures. Excellent full tomato flavor.
Very good disease resistance. Ideal for slicing and processing.
This one just kept pumping out the tomatoes last summer;
didn't seem to be effected by the drought or crazy temperature
fluctuations.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Large to XL
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Italy
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Italian heirloom. SSE tomato 642.

ITALIAN ROMA
Short compact determinate plants produce 5-6 ounce bright red
elongated fruits in abundance. Firm, meaty with thin skins and
few seeds and great flavor. Because this is a determinate plant,
fruits will ripen about the same time making them the perfect
candidate for sauce, paste and salsa. This variety also has higher
sugar content than others.

GROWTH HABIT :

Determinate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Italy
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Italian heirloom.

IVA’S RED BERRY

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

LEAF TYPE: Regular
Bright red, round cherry-sized fruits with outstanding sweet
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
delicious flavor. Fruits are borne on long trusses. I was truly
impressed with this tomato! Admittedly, I do prefer sweeter
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
tomatoes so when I ate the first ripe one I literally said out loud, FRUIT SIZE: Small
"Wow! Is this good!"
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: An intentional cross made and released by Iva Graša ORIGIN: Open-pollinated of Slovenia of 'Sungold' and 'Supersweet 100'. First released at Slovenia
the F5 stage around 2010, it is now quite stable.

KELLOGG'S BREAKFAST
Large, 1 -2 lb., true orange beefsteaks are thin-skinned, meaty,
with few seeds and a fantastic balance of sweetness and
tanginess. Juice and inside flesh have the same bright orange
color as orange juice. Winner of many taste tests.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large to XL
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
HISTORY: Originated via Darrell Kellogg of Redford, Michigan. It ORIGIN: Open-pollinated was shared with, and introduced to Seed Savers Exchange by,
USA

long time member Bill Minkey of Darien, Wisconsin, in 1993,
who received his seed from Darrell.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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KICKAPOO CREEK
Thick-stemmed, large and robust plants produce softball-sized
pink fruits that are slightly ribbed from stem to blossom end.
They are very meaty, with balanced juice. Sweet, great flavor.
Plants produce later, but production makes up for it. This is
great all-round tomato. Use it for slicing fresh, juice or sauce.
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GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
to Late-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large to XL
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Germany
MATURITY: Mid

HISTORY: In the spring of 2010, I received two plants from a
gentleman who owns a vineyard in Edward, Illinois, called
Kickapoo Creek Winery. He was given four plants from one of
his seasonal workers, who spoke very little English, only saying
that her family back in Germany had been growing them for
years. I feel fortunate to have received them as they are an
excellent example of why heirlooms are so important for so
many reasons. Since I know no other history, I've decided to call
this tomato 'Kickapoo Creek'.

KOSOVO
Huge, deep-pink, heart-shaped fruits are very meaty while still
being juicy. Prolific, the fruits are simply beautiful. Fruits average
10 oz., but can grow up to 1 lb. However, it is the intense tomato
flavor that really makes this one special; Very meaty, yet juicy,
with a complex, sweet rich and intense flavor.
HISTORY: Seed was collected by Glenn Parker of New Zealand
from a U.N. worker in the Kosovo region of former Yugoslavia in
the 1990s. First offered in the Seed Savers 2003 Yearbook by
Carolyn Male of Salem, New York (NY MA C), who got the seed
from Glenn Parker in New Zealand.

KOZULA 24
Medium-sized fruits on highly productive plants that seem to
be rather disease resistant, at least according to their
performance in my 2015 garden, where they were left to their
own devices - literally. They were not staked, caged nor
trellised and were given zero attention after initial planting.
Plants are compact (4 ft) and produced a ton of fruit at the end
of the season when the weather cooled down.
HISTORY: In 2010, Anna Jankowska, a well-known tomato
breeder in Poland known as "Kozula" on various tomato
internet boards, released a large amount of her own crosses to
the general public in various stages of stabilization. The
original cross for Kozula 24 was from Pink Ff X Copia. More
information regarding the initial release can be read here.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated Kosovo
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Pink, green
stripes
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated via
Poland
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LANCIANO PLUM
This is a 'long keeper' type, which means that you can pick fruits
and bring them in the house and they will stay fresh for over a
month without degradation to flavor!
Robust plants produce sprays of blemish-free red medium sized
fruits that average 6 - 8 ounces. Very good flavor and perfect for
die hard tomato lovers as you can literally extend your garden
fresh tomato season by at least a month. An excellent candidate
for freezing whole, too!
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GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated via
Italy

HISTORY: Seed was directly collected in Lanciano, Italy, 2013, by
Russ Aceto.

LITTLE LUCKY HEART
Bicolored yellow fruits with a pink blossom end blush which
carries through to the flesh. Fruits are highly variable in shape
with some being true hearts but more often they are oval with
broad shoulders.
Plants are very, very productive and seem to prefer being kept
on the dry side, but will split if they receive excessive rain. Very
good sweet flavor.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow bicolor
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Originated as a bee cross between 'Brandywine'
and 'Tad' in Craig LeHoullier’s Raliegh, NC garden in 1993.
Selection work led to the naming and release of the first
variety 'Lucky Cross', in 2001. The same cross produced 'Little
Lucky' and 'Little Lucky Heart' which was found by a gardener in
Germany and remained stable.

LIVINGSTON’S BEAUTY
This variety has been around for almost 130 years. Mediumsized, 4 to 8 ounce, pink fruits are smooth-skinned and as the
name implies, beautiful. Delicious, true "homegrown" tomato
flavor. A strong grower, very productive and fairly early.
Introduced in 1886.

GROWTH HABIT:

LEAF TYPE:

Regular

Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
FRUIT CLASS:

USA – Commercial
heirloom
ORIGIN:

HISTORY: An actual page from Livingston Seed Company.

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
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LIZZ’S GREEK MYSTERY

GROWTH HABIT :

My friend, Lizz Casady, brought seed back to me in a napkin
from a tomato in her salad at a small restaurant in Naoussa,
Paros, Greece in 2013. "School bus" yellow fruits are variable in
size from 2-4 ounces, unblemished, light and tangy, sweet and
well-balanced. They have a long hanging life, on and off the
vine. Truly a perfect salad tomato.

LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: Unknown. Brought back from Naoussa, Paros, Greece
in 2013.

MARGARET CURTAIN
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
Small to medium
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated;
Greece
FRUIT SIZE:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: A family heirloom from SE Michigan. Two very nice
ladies who volunteered in the greenhouse in the spring of 2016 ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

Smooth, classic, well-balanced flavor. Seemingly drought
resistant and disease resistant. Fruits are variable in size and
shape averaging ½ lb.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

brought me seeds for this variety telling me that the only thing
they knew about it was that one of the gals neighbor had an
Aunt Marge that grew these for 'years and years'.

MARGE

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: A family heirloom from SE Michigan. Two very nice
ladies who volunteered in the greenhouse in the spring of 2016 ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

Smooth, classic, well-balanced flavor. Seemingly drought
resistant and disease resistant. Fruits are variable in size and
shape averaging ½ lb.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

brought me seeds for this variety telling me that the only thing
they knew about it was that one of the gals neighbor had an
Aunt Marge that grew these for 'years and years'.

MARIBOR

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Black
Dark mahogany, medium-sized fruits with dark olive green
shoulders. Dark pink flesh is equal parts meat and juice. This is a ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

Excellent, smooth, sweet, smoky well-balanced flavor literally
stopped me in my tracks and caused me to pause, "Wow! This is
really, really good!"

really great tomato and not one you will find anywhere else.
HISTORY: Unknown. I received the original seed from Joseph
Simcox in 2014. Maribor is a city in Slovenia.

LEAF TYPE:
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MARTHA’S ITALIAN HEIRLOOM
Classic old world tomato flavor. Large beefsteaks, on wispyleaved plants thrived with the extra heat provided by being
grown up against the greenhouse. See the plants over my
shoulder in the photo? That's them!
HISTORY: Seeds were given to Mrs. Martha Clark (87 years old
as of 2015) of Madison
Heights, MI by her next
door neighbor Mrs. Maria
Desantis.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom via Italy
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

The Desantis purchased
their home in Madison
Heights, MI in the early
1940's after emigrating
from Italy.
In 1947, Mr. & Mrs. Desantis returned to Italy, bringing back
seeds of this variety with them. They grew it every year
afterwards. Both now deceased, their grandson now resides in
their home (2015).
When the Clarks bought the home immediately next to the
Desantis in 1976, Martha recalls Maria's tomato plants would
end up climbing over their shared fence. Soon afterwards,
Martha began growing them in her own garden (1978) and
has grown them every year since, calling them 'my favorite
tomato'.
Jim Clark, Martha's son visited the greenhouse in the spring
2015. Jim gifted me with two of Martha’s seedlings.

MARTY’S OLD EUROPEAN ROMA
Large fruits are high in crimson, meaty and while they have
good acid, they are sweet, too. When sliced they are also very
fragrant. This would be an ideal candidate for making sauce due
to the high crimson coloration, giving your sauce that deep red
color without needing to add tomato paste.
HISTORY: This past summer (2015) Marty Leonard brought
with him to Tomato Fest seeds for a variety that he called 'Old
European Roma' (because of the meatiness, he said) that he
has been growing for the last 28 years. He obtained seed from
a female co-worker who worked with Marty at HAP, in
downtown Detroit, but actually lived in Canada, in either 1986
or 87. The coworker obtained seed from her uncle who was
either Polish or Czech (Marty didn't remember). The fruit
pictured above was grown my Marty and brought over for me
to taste, photograph and collect seed from.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Polish or
Czech
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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MAYO’S DELIGHT
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GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
Mid-season
Exceptionally beautiful -- deep red hearts that are picture
LEAF TYPE: Regular / Wispy
perfect. I cannot remember ever seeing a single fruit that wasn't
FRUIT CLASS: Paste
blemish free. Well, if the chickens aren't free ranging...
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
Above average producer of large (10 oz to 1 lb+) deep red
FRUIT COLOR: Red
heart-shaped fruit that are very meaty and juicy with few
ORIGIN: Family heirloom
seeds. Superior rich, balanced flavor.
MATURITY:

HISTORY: Old family heirloom of unknown origin. Seed was left
on the doorstep of Mayo Underwood (Owner of Underwood
Gardens, IL) with a note that asked her to please take care of it
that it had been in 'the family' for a long time, in the early
1990's. Mayo sent the seed to her friend Jeff Fleming, of
Michigan not having grown it out herself. Jeff grew it out to
ensure its stability and then later offered it in the 2002 Seed
Savers Exchange Yearbook.

MEXICO
I was first introduced to this variety several years back while I
was in New York at the Buffalo-Nigara Tomato Tasting Festival
which my friend, Remy puts on every year.
'Mexico' won top honors that year as it had the previous two
years!

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
MATURITY:

Large (1 lb+) beefsteaks are so dark pink when dead ripe you'd
swear they were red. Flesh is the perfect balance of meat and
juice and not overly seedy. Flavor is exceptional.
HISTORY: Reportedly brought from Mexico to the United States
by a family that was living in the Midwest at the time that seed
was sent to Carolyn Male author of Off The Vine. Carolyn later
offered the variety in the 1996 Seed Savers Exchange Yearbook.

MICRO TOM
Considered the world's smallest tomato plant (fact!), with
mature plants reaching a diminutive 6 to 8 INCHES tall! What
she lacks in height, she makes up for in production, bearing
endless amounts of flavorful, 1 oz., deep red fruits with a
characteristic pointed blossom end. I found that the best flavor
came from fruits that were allowed to fully mature (to a dark
red, as opposed to orangey-red) on the plant.
HISTORY: Developed by the University of Florida.

GROWTH HABIT :

Micro-Dwarf

Early-season
Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA
MATURITY:

LEAF TYPE:
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MILLEFLUER
From the French to English translation the literal meaning of
"mille fleur" is "a thousand flowers." Hundreds of translucent
yellow tomatoes on a single truss. Each fruit is about 3/4 inch
across and very sweet. Plants are very compact and more
spreading than anything. Fruits hang on the vine for an
inordinate length of time while still remaining flavorful.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Compact

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry; centiflora
Oval
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SHAPE:

Great in salads or munched straight off the plant.
HISTORY: A centiflor vine tomato variety developed by Alan
Kapuler of Peace Seeds, from a cross made by his daughter
Kusra

MOM’S BIG FAT GRAPES
For years I've been getting requests for 'grape tomatoes'. I've
finally found a variety that fits the bill. As you can see from the
photo, plants are very productive and rather tall, too (6 foot +).
Classic flavor, with a hint of sweetness.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Grape
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
HISTORY: Open-pollinated variety from either Indiana or Ohio. I ORIGIN: Open-pollinated obtained seed from Trudi Greissle Davidoff of WinterSown.org . Indiana or Ohio, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

She had this stated on the seed packet: "Saved by a loving
daughter, these are yummy grape tomatoes, nice for salad or
snacking, IND, 72+ DTM". Additional correspondence with Trudi
provided this: "The only information I have is the name I gave

the seeds. If I recall right they were sent with a note about that
they reseeded in her Mom's garden and that they were
something they always looked forward to. I want to say Indiana
or Ohio but can't remember, I don't have the correspondence
anymore."

MONASTERY
Great big (1 lb) red beefsteaks with excellent classic old-time
flavor are born in profusion on rather polite plants. They are
seemingly disease and drought resistant from my observations.
Aside of the quality, I was most impressed with the amount of
fruits these plants produce - really impressive for such a large
beefsteak. Size of fruits varied throughout the season, with some
being 3/4 of a pound to several being well over a pound.
HISTORY: Unknown

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Large to Ex-Large
Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SIZE:

FRUIT COLOR:
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MONEY MAKER
Round, bright-red fruits weigh about 3 to 8 ounces, and arise by
the many dozen on extra vigorous plants. Expect the vines to
reach 5 feet or so, just studded with luscious fruit. The flavor is
full, meaty, and sweet -- absolutely delicious fresh or cooked!
High in antioxidants, and vitamins A and C.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Slicer
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small to medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Commercial Heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: This variety has been popular in England for years for
growing under glass. Bred by the F. Stoner Seed Co. and
released in 1913. Donated to USDA seed bank in 1963 from
United Kingdom.

MOONSHINER’S BALL
Huge yellow beefsteaks. Very meaty. Has a mild, fresh clean
taste. A good one for those that don’t like strong tomato taste
or want a more mild acidic experience.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate

Large
HISTORY: Developed by Terry Prunet, owner of The Secret Seed FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
Cartel. She spent years growing it to a stable variety, considering ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SIZE:

it one of her pride and joys. This cross came out of her garden
from Claude Brown’s Yellow Giant x unknown pink. It is
sister to La Vie en Rose.

MORTAGE LIFTER, RADIATOR
CHARLIE’S

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
8-16 oz. pink fruits are slightly flattened, meaty with few seeds FRUIT SHAPE: Round
and extra good flavor. Disease and drought resistant. Very
FRUIT SIZE: Medium to large
productive.
FRUIT COLOR: Oblate
HISTORY: Developed by M.C. Byles in the early 1930s while in ORIGIN: Heirloom - West
Logan, WV. After developing and naming this large tasty tomato Virginia, USA
LEAF TYPE:

he sold plants for $1 each (in the 1940s) and paid off the $6000
mortgage on his house in 6 years.

NEW BIG DWARF
Another old timer that should be grown more. I was really
surprised at that size of fruits that this plant produced – a few
were well over half a pound! Big pink, oblate mini-beefsteaks
with good mild flavor. This plant likes to be well feed and wellwatered.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season

Rugose
FRUIT CLASS: Slicer
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe, oblate
LEAF TYPE:

Medium
Pink
ORIGIN: Commercial heirloom
FRUIT SIZE:

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: PI 645154 - A cross between Ponderosa X Dwarf
Champion, introduced by Isbell's Seed Company in the early
1900's.

Dwarf /
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ORANGE BERRY

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Oval
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
Flavor is exactly what your taste would expect - sweet and well- ORIGIN: Unknown

This is one of those lesser known and grown varieties that
shouldn't be. Plants are polite and not overbearing, but produce
an obscene amount of 3/4" oval orange fruits on trusses that
carry up to 50 fruits each!

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

balanced.
HISTORY: Unknown.

OUTHOUSE CHERRY
Sweet, ½” tiny bright fruits that are terrific for snacking –
particularly by kids! Super prolific vines can reach 10’ to 12’ in
length. Plant these in the driest and/or hottest area of your
garden and let them go. A helpful tip when picking them (if any
actually make it into the house), cut the whole sprig from the
plant, as opposed to picking them individually. They will last for
days this way.
HISTORY: A species variety from the Lakeland, Florida area.

PALMIRA'S NORTHERN-ITALIAN
HEIRLOOM
Classic, red fruits, on vigorous plants which produce loads of
tomatoes -you'll only need a couple of plants if you intend to
make your own sauce! Good, solid tomato taste, slightly more
acidic than sweet, with few blemishes. Very vigorous, and very
productive.
HISTORY: Introduced by 'Skip', who stated that it was an
heirloom from northern Italy.

PATIO PRINCESS
Dwarf plants are perfect to grow in pots or in limited space
gardens. Only reaching 18 to 24 inches tall, with strong upright
habit. Large red cherries. Fusarium Wilt tolerant.
HISTORY: Breeder: Petoseed Co. Parentage: Peto inbreds.
Characteristics: F1 hybrid. Resistance: fusarium wilt. Adaptation:
wide. (1965).

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste / Slicer
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Species - Florida, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
LEAF TYPE:

Globe
Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: OP/Heirloom - Italy
FRUIT SHAPE:
FRUIT SIZE:

GROWTH HABIT :

Determinate
to Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Rugose
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: USA - Hybrid
MATURITY: Early
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PAUL ROBESON
Black beefsteaks about the size of tennis balls, are mostly round,
but some are slightly flattened. Deep, rich coloration - dusky,
dark-red, with dark-green shoulders, and red flesh which is so
distinctive, sweet and smoky. Originating from Siberia, it sets
fruits at lower temperatures, making it an excellent choice for
cooler growing regions.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Black
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Russia
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: This Russian variety was named in honor of the
famous black opera singer star of King Solomon's Mines (1937).
Paul Robeson was also a Russian Equal Rights Advocate for
Blacks. His artistry was admired world-wide, especially in the
Soviet Union.

PINK HONEYDROP

GROWTH HABIT :

No one could resist this sugar-sweet pearly pink sherbet darling.
Not quite a grape-type, the fruits are borne in a profusion of
clusters considerably earlier than others. They do not crack
easily and are seemingly disease resistant.

LEAF TYPE:

Plants are polite, making this variety a good candidate for
container growing.

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated - USA
FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: A recessive pink-fruited off-type of 'Honeydrop'
selected by Rachel and Tevis Robertson-Goldberg from
Crabapple Farm in Chesterfield, Massachusetts, who found it as
a sport in their tomato patch. Robertson-Goldberg sent the seed
to Fedco Seeds, who offered it commercially in 2011, which is
my seed source. Fedco has chosen to name this pink variant
'Pink Princess'. I have chosen to honor the 'Honeydrop' heritage
and will be calling my selection 'Pink Honeydrop'. There is still a
small chance that an orange fruit will show up. I’ve heard from
growers across the country that this variety appears to revert at
will.

PINK SIBERIAN TIGER

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Potentially too beautiful to eat! However, you'd really be missing LEAF TYPE: Potato
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
out as this is one awesome tomato. Much more depth than a
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate; variable
typical pink, with good acid and balanced sugar. Fruits hover
FRUIT SIZE: Large
around 8 - 12 ounces, and are nearly coreless, with good
FRUIT COLOR: Anthocyanin /
production on strong vines. Truly excellent. A solid 9.5
Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
HISTORY: This tomato was developed from an F2 line from

a 'P20' ('OSU Blue') X 'Beauty King' cross made by Mark
McCaslin of Frogsleap Farm.

GROWTH HABIT:
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POLISH LINGUISA
Bright red fruits average 10 ounces or better. Grown well, they
can become exceptionally large. Seeds were saved from a 1lb
fruit. Meaty enough for saucing or drying, but good enough to
eat fresh on salads and sandwiches. Extremely productive, it outproduces many commercial hybrids and beats them on flavor
hands down.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: USA - Heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: An old heirloom dating back to the 1800's. It is not
from Poland, but was developed in upstate New York.

PORK CHOP
True yellow fruits with light green stripes that fade to gold as
the fruit matures (a great visual indicator of ripeness, I might
add!). Medium sized slightly flattened fruits for the most part,
but some were quite large. Very good to excellent production
on seemingly disease and drought proof vines.
HISTORY: An open-pollinated [sure to become heirloom]
created by Brad Gates of Wild Boar Farms.

PURPLE DRAGON
Plum-shaped and sized, pink-fleshed fruits with anthocyanin
stained shoulders that bleed down the shoulders of the fruits
when exposed to intense sunlight. Production is obscene absolutely, obscene.
Complex flavor; both sweet and acid - just an excellent tomato.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated –
California, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globular
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red,
Anthocyanin
ORIGIN: Open - pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: This tomato was developed from an F2 line from
a 'P20' ('OSU Blue') X 'Black and Brown Boar' cross made by
Mark McCaslin of Frogsleap Farm.

PUSZTA KOLOSZ

Extra-large stout vines, with dense foliage produce bountiful
harvests of huge, red-orange fruits that average between 1 and
2 lbs. Fruit is almost solid meat with few seeds. The flavor is
outstanding - wonderfully sweet and mild yet balanced acid.
This variety is not easy to find (anywhere), and I don't use this
expression lightly. The beautiful woman in the photo is Barb
Crown of Harsens Island, MI. Wondering what it weighed? Two
and a half pounds!

(PHOTO CREDIT: George Crown)

HISTORY: Originally from Cluj, Transylvania, Romania. Many
Hungarians live in Romania and the name ‘Puszta’ means
'prairie' in Hungarian. 'Kolosz' is the Hungarian name for Cluj.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid to Late-season
LEAF TYPE: Potato
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large to XL
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Romania
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PWB (Prize Winning Bicolor)
Ridiculous amounts of consistently 1lb +, flawless yellow
bicolored beefsteaks. Exceptionally full flavored, disease
resistant and fuss-free. This is a must grow!
HISTORY: In January of 2016 I attended a seed swap at the
Downtown Home & Garden Center in Ann Arbor, MI. The Ann
Arbor Club was there, trading and passing out seeds. This one
caught my eye, so I took a package and grew a few plants out
later that spring. I was truly caught off guard. Two of the plants
produced massive amounts of 1 + lb fruits, consistently all
summer. The third one produced an egg-shaped red saladette
with incredible flavor. I actually coined it "PWC" for Prize
Winning Cherry. Sadly, I was not able to find this again with
further grow outs from saved seed.

RED SWEET HEART

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow bicolor
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Potato
Perfect little heart-shaped pink fruits with blue anthocyanin
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
shoulders are bigger than a standard cherry (I call them 'twobites'). Fruits that are exposed to direct sunlight will have much FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
darker shoulders than those that are shaded.Very good flavor - FRUIT SIZE: Small
both sweet and acid. Can you picture a prettier tomato for your FRUIT COLOR: Anthocyanin/Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated, USA
salads?

HISTORY: Known officially as H34 Rot Joli Coeur, translating to
Red Sweet Heart (and much easier to say, IMO). Apparently bred
by Keith Mueller, of Kansas City, MO, sometime in the 2000's,
there is little other recorded information available.

ROSE DE BERN
High yields of dark pink, unblemished globes which average 610 oz. Flesh is robust with a rich sweetness. Thin skinned, but
not to the point of making them fragile. Plants are very prolific
and seemingly disease resistant, at least to Late Blight.
HISTORY: A French heirloom formerly registered in the French
catalog of the GNIS.

ROSELLA PURPLE

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE:

Regular

Salad
Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Heirloom - France >
Swiss
FRUIT CLASS:

FRUIT SHAPE:

GROWTH HABIT :

Dwarf

Determinate
Similar to Cherokee Purple in color, size, shape and flavor but on MATURITY: Early to mid-season
a dwarf plant with a stout central stem that grows to only about LEAF TYPE: Regular Rugose
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
four feet in height. The fruits are a very nice slightly oblate
shape ranging from 6-12 oz. and ripen to a deep purple-rose to FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Medium to Large
dark mahogany color. Flavor is full, intense, balanced and
FRUIT COLOR: Purple
delicious. Perfect balance of meatiness and juiciness.
HISTORY: A Dwarf Tomato Project variety. It originated from a ORIGIN: Open-pollinated

cross made by Patrina Nuske Small between Budai
Torpe and Stump of the World.
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RUTHJE

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Bright red, slightly heart-shaped fruits are truly exceptional and I LEAF TYPE: Regular
mean EXCEPTIONAL. Bred to require low amounts of nutrients FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round; heart(really!) which contributes to its superior flavor - this attribute
naturally lends to this variety being perfect for raised beds and shaped
FRUIT SIZE: Small
(large) containers.
Red
Open-pollinated

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: Bred 1996 in Germany by Ulrike Behrendt specifically
for organic cultivation. Flavor and resistance to fungal disease
was the main focus of the selection.

SANTA MARIA
WINNER TOMATO FEST 2017! Dark red fruits are far more
meaty than seedy. I will say that this one is much sweeter than it
is acid. Still balanced, but certainly not tart.
HISTORY: Introduced by The Sample Seed Shop, this heirloom
originally hails from Italy and continued to be grown in the
Buffalo New York area.

SANTIAM SUNRISE
An open-pollinated version of ‘Sungold’, but better because you
can save your own seed from year to year! Developed
by Adaptive Seed, 'Santiam Sunrise' is also more resistant to
cracking then its hybrid parentage.
Tons of sweet orange morsels of yumminess!

ORIGIN:

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblong
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
USE: Slicing, Sauce, Paste.
ORIGIN: Italy - family heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round / Oval
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated –
USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: A deliberate cross with ‘Sungold’ and Russian genetic
material by Adaptive Seeds.

SGT PEPPERS

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular / Wispy
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart
FRUIT SIZE: Large
HISTORY: An intentional cross made by Tollie Jason Haynes of FRUIT COLOR: Pink
Seaside Seeds. Parentage: [A pink version / off-type of] German ORIGIN: Open-pollinated –
Virginia, USA
Red Strawberry X OSU Blue.

Stunning (1lb +/-) dark pink hearts with anthocyanin shoulders.
Fruits are meaty and juicy and fragrant and mellow with just the
right amount of zing. Sliced, interior flesh is dark rose-pink.

LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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SINKS YELLOW TITS
Dark orange fruits with faint anthocyanin shoulder staining
average 2-5 ozs. Fruits are quite variable in shape with one
feature being consistent - a pronounced nippled blossom end.
Incredible hanging time on the vine without degradation. The
flavor is unbelievable and hard to describe - a bit citrusy, bold,
and full-bodied with an even acid finish.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Salad
FRUIT SHAPE: Globular;
variable
FRUIT SIZE: Medium
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: Seemingly introduced by Al Anderson of Troy, OH
who first offered it in Seed Savers 2007 Yearbook.

SUGAR LUMP
Beautiful trusses of 6 to 15 fruits per spray. The super sweet
fruits are 3/4 - 1 inch in diameter and deep dark red in color.
Very prolific. Fruits are very versatile - hand-to-mouth, salad,
drying and sauce.
HISTORY: Bred by Paul Tellhelm and introduced in 1950-1951
by Ernst Benary Samenzucht (formerly of Erfurt, East Germany;
now Hann Muenden, Germany). It was named "Benary's
Gartenfreude, Hochzucht". Offered commercially by Jung Quality
Seed, Randolph, Wisconsin in 1960 as 'Jung's Sugar Lump'.

SUNGOLD F1
Small, golden-orange fruits are borne on long trusses of
exceedingly sweet flavor.
HISTORY: Commercial hybrid.

SUPER SWEET 100

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE:

Regular

Globe
Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
FRUIT CLASS:

FRUIT SHAPE:

ORIGIN:

Commercial Heirloom

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Orange
ORIGIN: Hybrid - USA

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE: Regular
Hundreds of delicious, extra-sweet, 1 oz., bite-sized tomatoes,
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
you'll want to pop one in your mouth every time you pass by.
Each long cluster can produce up to 100 tomatoes or more and FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
continues to bear until the first fall frost. The beautiful ruby red FRUIT SIZE: Small
fruits are loaded with Vitamin C. An improvement of the favorite FRUIT COLOR: Red
Sweet 100 tomato, it has a sweeter flavor and disease resistance ORIGIN: Hybrid - USA

to Verticillium and Fusarium (race 1) wilt.
HISTORY: Commercial hybrid.

GROWTH HABIT :
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SWEET LINDA
One-inch dark pink round cherries on sturdy potato leaved
vines. Really nice flavor that starts with a nice bite and finishes
sweet. A super nice addition to a pretty summer salad. I'll bet
these would be really good oven-roasted. Highly recommended.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Potato
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
LEAF TYPE:

Small
Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated – East
Flat Rock, NC, USA
FRUIT SIZE:

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: An intentional cross of Marianna’s Peace and
Sungold F1, made by Millard Murdock of East Flat Rock, North
Carolina. He had been looking for a tomato to name in honor of
his wife. From this cross, two lines have been stabilized, each
looking identical except for the foliage type - Sweet as Linda is
the regular leaf sister.

SWEETIE
An extremely sweet cherry with 1 to 1-1/2 inch fruits borne in
clusters. The juicy fruits have a sugar content sometimes
exceeding 14%. The large plants produce all summer.
HISTORY: A now open-pollinated commercial heirloom
originally bred and introduced by Petseed Company in 1980.

SYRIAN POTATO LEAF
Beautiful, clear-skinned, blemish-free large pink beefsteaks with
well-balanced flavor. What really makes Syrian Potato Leaf stand
out is the production. Large fruited plants are historically stingey
but not this one - they just keep coming and coming! As is the
case with most pink and purple tomatoes, keep water to a
minimum for the richest tomato profile (think dilution).

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Commercial heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE:

Potato
Beefsteak

FRUIT CLASS:

Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
FRUIT SHAPE:

HISTORY: A potato leaf variant that was found in a pack of
Giant Syrian seed purchased from Seed Savers Exchange by
Carol Knapps of Wisconsin in 2008. First offered in the Seed
Savers 2012 Yearbook by Neil Lockhart of Oblong, Illinois, who
got the seeds from Earl Bassett, Onaway, Michigan in 2011. Very
similar to the regular leaf version of ‘Giant Syrian’.

THORNBURN'S TERRA-COTTA

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Truly unique coloration - beautiful rusty brown/orange skin, pink
LEAF TYPE: Regular
flesh and green gel around the seeds. Flavor is perfectly
FRUIT CLASS: Beefsteak
balanced, and makes for a BEAUTIFUL slicing tomato. This is an
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
early variety, so expect good production over a long period of
FRUIT SIZE: Medium to large
time!
FRUIT COLOR: Orange / Brown
HISTORY: First introduced in 1893 by James Thorburn of New
York in Thorburns 1893 catalog. This variety was thought to be ORIGIN: Heirloom – New York,
lost but was found in the collection of Dr. William Woys Weaver USA
and introduced by Baker Creek Seed company.
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TIFFEN MENNONITE
Large, 1 pound, 5 ½ inch, pink fruits are variable in shape some with ribs, some more of a flattened globe. It is the flavor,
though, that makes this variety so superior – sweet and richly
complex. It is favored by many over ‘Brandywine’ due to its
earlier maturity and larger production.

GROWTH HABIT:
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Potato
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate, variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Heirloom - WI, USA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: An heirloom variety from the Mennonites of
Wisconsin. First introduced to Seed Savers Exchange in 1985 by
Thane H. Earle of Whitewater, Wisconsin.

TORI’S ITALIAN BRUTÉ
Potentially huge, but averaging 1lb, mostly heart-shaped, dark
crimson fruits are born on wispy-leaved vines that must be
staked due to the sheer weight of the fruits or left to sprawl on
the ground. Fruits are very meaty, with few seeds. Classic old
world flavor.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular / Wispy
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart, variable
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

Large to XL
Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Italy
FRUIT SIZE:

FRUIT COLOR:

HISTORY: Tom Tori brought this family heirloom to Detroit,
Michigan from Uzzano, Italy in 1949. Various Tori family
members have been growing it ever since. The name Tori's
Italian Bruté was applied just this year (2015). In the past, it
was always just referred to as "the ugly tomato".

VINSON WATTS
Large pink beefsteaks, with old fashion tomato flavor - excellent
balance of sugars and acids. Creamy and meaty. Extremely
disease resistant and heat tolerant.
HISTORY: Prior to his death in March, 2008, Vinson Watts
(Morehead, KY) improved his namesake tomato for fifty-two
summers. The original seed was from Lee County, Virginia and
given to him by his work supervisor, Wilson Evans, at Berea
College, KY.

W. B. TILLEY

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Oblate
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Heirloom, US KY-VA
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate
MATURITY: Mid-season
Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Large to Ex-large

Big, beautiful red fruits that average between 3/4 to 1lb contrary to its legacy. Classic old-fashioned, well-balanced
flavor.

LEAF TYPE:

HISTORY: Mr. Tilley created his own 'monster' tomato
through years of selection in his own garden. His hard work
earned him ten Michigan State Fair blue ribbons in a row!
Now, in his eighties, he still resides in Troy, MI.

FRUIT COLOR:

FRUIT CLASS:

Red

ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
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WES
A true jewel of a tomato. Medium-large (8-12 oz.), deep red
hearts with outstanding flavor. Wonderful, rich tomato flavor
with just the right blend of sugar and acid. - it's sweet although
not overly so, juicy yet extremely meaty with very few seeds. The
flesh texture is wonderful. Expect good production from these
high-yielding, wispy-leaved plants.

GROWTH HABIT :
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Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular / Wispy
Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Heart; variable
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Red
ORIGIN: Open-pollinated
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

HISTORY: First offered in the Seed Savers 1994 Yearbook by
Carolyn Male (NY MA C), who obtained the seeds from Robert
Richardson, NY in 1994.

WHIPPERSNAPPER

GROWTH HABIT :

Dwarf /

Determinate
Copious amounts of quarter-sized grape/oval fruits seem to be MATURITY: Early-season
in constant various stages of ripeness from pale green > orange LEAF TYPE: Regular
FRUIT CLASS: Cherry
> dark pink. They grow in clusters of 5-18 fruit and are
produced over a short period. The flavor is sweet but not strong. FRUIT SHAPE: Round
FRUIT SIZE: Small
Very short plants are unusual in that their thin vines tend to
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
grow laterally, as opposed to upwards, making staking nearly
ORIGIN: Unknown - Openimpossible. In very good soil and larger containers, plants can
pollinated

produce hundreds of fruit. Needs less sun than other tomatoes.
HISTORY: Unknown

WHITE QUEEN
Beautiful creamy pale yellowish-white fruits when sliced reveal a
pink blush interior. Medium-sized fruits are meaty and juicy.
Fruity and intensely sweet. A productive variety that has become
very rare.
HISTORY: (PI 645048) Said to have been introduced in 1882 by
A.W. Livingston. Commercially offered in 1941 by the Earl May
Seed Co.

YELLOW PEAR
Picture perfect, bite-sized, pear-shaped, yellow fruits are
produced in clusters all season long. The flavor is mild-sweet.
Very productive, and heat-resistant. Excellent for popping in
your mouth fresh out of the garden, salads, pickling and
preserving.
HISTORY: First grown in the early 1800's.

GROWTH HABIT:

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Beefsteak
FRUIT SHAPE: Globe
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: White
ORIGIN: Commercial heirloom
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season
LEAF TYPE:

Regular
Cherry

FRUIT CLASS:

Pear
Small
FRUIT COLOR: Yellow
ORIGIN: Heirloom
FRUIT SHAPE:
FRUIT SIZE:
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ZAPOTEC

Large heavily pleated, pyramid shaped, pink fruits are blemishfree, and produced in abundance, on large vines which are both
disease and drought resistant. Fruits average 8 - 16 ounces.
Interior flesh cavity is partially hollow, with seeds and gel held
mostly in the top half of the fruit making it perfect for stuffing.
The flavor is sweet and somewhat fruity.
HISTORY: Heirloom variety originally grown by the Zapotec
Indians from the interior of Oaxaca, Mexico.

GROWTH HABIT :

Indeterminate

MATURITY: Mid-season

Regular
Stuffer - Paste
FRUIT SHAPE: Pear
FRUIT SIZE: Large
FRUIT COLOR: Pink
ORIGIN: Heirloom - Mexico
LEAF TYPE:

FRUIT CLASS:
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